Illinois HOSA SLC – Preliminary Rounds

Fees:  free to affiliated members
Dates:  November 28 – December 2, 2022
Registration:  November 1 – 25, 2022

ONLINE WRITTEN TESTS:  All tests must be completed during the hours of 7:00am – 7:00pm

- ALL Health Science Events - Monday, November 28
- ALL Health Professions Events - Tuesday, November 29
- CERT, CPR, EMT, Epidemiology - Wednesday, November 30
- Healthy Lifestyle, Extemporaneous Writing - Thursday, December 1
- Biomedical Debate, Creative Problem Solving, Forensic Medicine, Parliamentary Procedure, & HOSA Bowl - Friday, December 2

Medical Reading will test on 2 books: Atomic Habits: An Easy and Proven Way to Build Good Habits and Break Bad Ones; The Kissing Bug: A True Story of a Family, an Insect, and Nation’s Neglect of a Deadly Disease  (Paper versions of the test questions will be emailed to advisors)

ONLINE SUBMISSIONS:  All submissions will be due by 7:00pm December 2, 2022

- Clinical Specialty – Portfolio submission (partial submission of competition portfolio)
- Family Medicine Physician - Summary submission (Summary of the learning objective)
- Mental Health Promotion – Submission of Be There Certification; Mental Health Consultant; Risk Factors
- MRC Partnership – Portfolio submission
- Public Health – Video submission
- Health Career Photography – Online submission
- Job Seeking Skills – Online submission of cover letter, and resume
- Prepared Speaking – Video submission
- Researched Persuasive Writing & Speaking – Paper submission
- Research Poster – Proposed project
- Community Awareness – Portfolio submission (partial submission of competition portfolio)
- Health Career Display – Photos & References submission
- Health Education – Portfolio submission (partial submission of competition portfolio)
- Medical Innovation – Video & reference page submission
- Public Service Announcement – Video submission, reference page, copyright form

*All submissions will be a preview or a partial portfolio for the event.

ONLINE SUBMISSIONS:  Special Needs Events

Eligibility Forms will need to be uploaded to Tallo by 7pm December 2, 2022 for the following events:

Personal Care, Life Support Skills, Interviewing Skills, Speaking Skills